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My wife and I have had nothing but fun and success using the Liberty Dollar. Of all the places to start using the Liberty Dollar my wife chose the bank in the Wal-Mart. She asked if they would take $1 bills in exchange for the silver—and they did. I can't believe that even the bank has accepted it!

Not a merchant yet has rejected the ALD. Just to name some of the places we have been successful include: McDonald's, Wal-Mart, Shoshone National Bank, Exxon, the picture studio in Wal-Mart(an $80 photo package), Domino's, and a local book store. We have made a house payment with ALD and also use it to pay our baby-sitter, just to list the ones on the top of my mind. All this success has come in about a month-and-a-half.

A gentleman whom I've never met in the southern part of the state called me up the other day, because he randomly chose me to sponsor him as a Redemption Center. If you would have been able to tell me how fast and successful I would be with the ALD, I would have thought you to be a liar or an embellisher to say the least. And the best part is that it is all for the good of the Nation.

-Christopher Kunzler